Copy Right, Copy Left and Creative Commons
Whenever something is created, it is automatically protected by Copyright.. The ‘all rights
reserved’(En.Wikipedia.org,2017) policy enables the copy right holder of reproduction and
distribution of the original work. Copy Left is a play-on word, also known as a free software
licence, The Copy Left licence offers people the right too freely distribute and edit versions of the
work, as long as they acknowledge the curators licensing policy respectively.
Creative Commons (CC) ‘is a non-profit global organisation’(Creativecommons.org.2017), that
seeks to provide free digital software to users world wide. That principles are based on sharing,
reproducing and modifying original works, that were first protected under the Creative Commons
Licences. The creativity and collaborative efforts that are maintained by the digital community
spreads across a range of different mediums such as ‘educational and open data, research and music,
video and photography’(Creativecommons,org,2017). Creative Commons can be seen as a stress
free way of granting other people permission to use your work without any formal permission by
curator, as the conditions are already pre-set in the agreed terms of the licence and act on the same
principles as Wikipedia. The Creative Commons licence is made up of the four elements.





Attribution (credit given to original curator)
ShareAlike (credit to original curator and published under the same conditions as curator)
No derivatives (free distribution with no editing)
Non-commercial.(content not to be used for commercial purposes)

This platform allows beginner designers like myself the opportunity too access free to use digital
records legally, with out any post repercussions. These can used for my personal development as a
designer and also academically specifically in the area of graphic design. A great feature of this
software is the online collaboration system, making it possible for anyone, anywhere in the world to
collaborate with some of the greatest digital nomads and designers.
An issue share with Creative Commons Licence tools is that people can easily pass work as their
own, even though it could have been created by someone else and as the licence cant be revoked,
this could leave people with no credit for their work. I think that creative commons could include a
more full proof verification process, that matches the records embedded in the original work. Aside
from that, Creative Commons can be a very useful tool for anyone wanting to digital create or
recreate.
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